2018 Fall Local Road Safety Workshops
Governor’s Traffic Safety Bureau

• Each state is required to have a highway safety program consistent with the uniform guidelines issued by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA).

• It is a bureau within the Iowa Department of Public Safety.

• The mission of the GTSB is to identify traffic safety problems and thereon develop and implement traffic safety programs designed to reduce death and injury in Iowa.

• The GTSB provides federally-funded grants to city, county and state entities, as well as hospitals, universities, and other non-profit agencies working to improve traffic safety in the State of Iowa.
Primary texting law passed, increase in public awareness and citations.
Move over law, keeping more people safe on the roadways.
Drowsy driving
Ignition interlock, for those offenders that want a restricted license.
Place Of Last Drink (POLD) will be starting with the help of Alcoholic Beverages Division
Multidisciplinary Safety Teams
Road Safety Audits
29th Annual Governor’s Highway Traffic Safety Conference

April 23rd & 24th in Coralville.